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Acquiring communicative L2 writing competence is a challenging task: However, the adequate performance of potentially face-threatening speech acts, such as requests, is crucial when it comes to maintaining good personal relations with readers; nowadays most notably in email correspondence. In order to facilitate the teaching of L2 written speech acts, the author compares requestive behaviour in German and Japanese emails. 200 emails were collected and described according to their formal, structural, and linguistic properties. The results shall contribute to develop teaching materials that will enable Japanese students to write German emails more appropriately.

Previous research revealed cross-cultural differences in the performance of spoken requests (Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper 1989); and it has been pointed out that Japanese politeness structures differ considerably from those of Western languages (Matsumoto 1988, Ide 1989). Giving the lack of research on written requests, the aim of this paper is to describe differences in requestive behaviour in German and Japanese emails in order to contribute to the comparison of politeness styles in Eastern and Western languages.

For this study 200 emails written by German and Japanese students were collected in an experimental design based on Brown and Levinson’s (1987) situational variables of power, distance, and rank of imposition. Although Matsumoto (1988) and Ide (1989) justifiably consider Brown and Levinson’s concept of negative face as inadequate for reflecting Japanese politeness structures, their politeness model, in particular the three situational variables, still offer a suitable framework for comparing requests German and Japanese. By taking these variables into account, the emails in this study were analysed according to their formal, structural, and linguistic properties. Of particular interest was the performance of the request sequences, which were investigated by means of a coding scheme developed by Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989) to compare speech acts cross-culturally.

The following section will provide some background information on previous studies and some theoretical findings. In section 3 the data collection and the analysis scheme employed in this study will be described. The final section will give a detailed account of the quantitative results, which will be illustrated by means of tables and samples from the data.

**Theoretical background**

In this paper, the methodological approach employed in the comparison of Japanese and German requests has been inspired by a number of studies in the field of pragmatics. The investigation of speech acts goes back to the studies of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969, 1975). Among the different speech acts studied in various languages, requests have received most attention by scholars. This is not only due to the relevance this speech act has in everyday interaction, but also to its complexity. In order to avoid a potential face threat, requests need to be formulated with great caution. Next to other situational variables, the speaker has to take into account his relation to the hearer as well as the imposition he might cause by uttering the request.

Most studies on the situational variations of speech acts are based on the politeness theory by Brown and Levinson (1987) who claim that there are three universal factors by which the weightiness of the face threat can be calculated: power, social distance, and rank of imposition. A combination of these three variables comprises dimensions such as friendship, status, authority, profession, ethnic identity, etc. (76–80). Based on examples from English, Tamil, and Tzeltal (the Maya language) Brown and Levinson (1987) set up 30 politeness strategies, which they see as options on a directness continuum: direct strategies are seen as potentially more face threatening than indirect ones. A more detailed discussion on politeness and indirectness with regard to German and Japanese speech acts can be found in Harting (2007).

Taking the essential role of indirectness into account, Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989) investigated
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situational variations of requests and apologies in their large scale Cross-Cultural Study of Speech Act Realization Patterns (CCSARP) project, which formed the basis for many studies in the cross-cultural comparison of speech acts. For Spanish, English, French, German, and Hebrew the authors established a set of 9 strategies for the performance of requests. They ranked these 9 strategies on a directness scale ranging from direct imperatives to indirect hints. Based on their comparison of the languages under investigation they argued that speakers are more or less direct in certain situations, but that the preference in relation to choosing a particular strategy differs across languages. To date there are no comparative studies on German and Japanese request strategies. However, useful information can be retrieved from studies which compare one of the two languages to English or another language.

Data collection and analysis

Based on the experiences of a study on German and Japanese apologies I decided to collect the data through an experimental design (cf. Harting, 2006a) which facilitates the comparability of the data and allows control of situational variables. The data collection was carried out at Bielefeld University (Germany) and Hiroshima University (Japan). At each university 100 randomly selected students – native speakers of German and Japanese respectively – were asked to write an email based on a writing task aimed at eliciting a request. The participation in the study was voluntary and the subjects were paid for their effort. In total the writing tasks displayed ten request situations that frequently occur in a university context (see Table 1). To account for situational variation, different combinations of positive (+) and negative (−) manifestations of Brown and Levinson’s (1978) parameters of power (P), social distance (D), and rank of imposition (R) were created. Since these three variables do not capture speech differences existing between peers (students in the same academic year) on the one hand, and students and their seniors in a higher semester on the other, an additional variable, which I will call seniority (S) was included in the study. The variable power was operationalised by choosing a fellow student (power −)
and a teacher (power +) as addressee. The variable distance was operationalised by addressing the email to a well known teacher or student (distance –) or to a teacher or student whom the writer does only know by sight (distance +). The variable rank of imposition was represented by requests which imply more (situations 2, 4, 6, 8) or less (situations 1, 3, 5, 7) effort and/or time for the addressee. To account for the variable of seniority two extra situations (2a and 6a) were created, which differ from situations 2 and 6 only in that the addressee is a senior student and not a peer as in 2 and 6.

For each situation ten emails were collected per language, which constitutes a total of 200 emails. The emails were subsequently subjected to a formal, content, and linguistic analysis. This article will focus on the request sequence, which will be analyzed according to the strategy employed to realize the request and to situational factors influencing the choice of a certain strategy. For the analysis, an approach set by Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989:275–89) was adopted. The authors analyze requests according to a scheme consisting of nine different strategies and a set of syntactic and lexical modification devices. Since not all of the categories were relevant for comparing written requests in German and Japanese, the coding scheme was modified.

First, the number of request strategies was reduced to six. The first strategy will be called directives and it includes mood-derivable (realized by the imperative mood) requests, such as “Please lend me your book”, performatives (realized by a performative verb), such as “I am asking you to lend me your book.” and hedged performatives, such as “I wanted to ask you to lend me your book.” Such a simplification was judged necessary, because a distinction between imperatives and performatives is difficult in Japanese. The second strategy I will call locution derivable for the purposes of this study. It is conceptually identical to the strategy obligation statement in the CCSARP. In this strategy, the intention (illocutionary force) can be derived from the meaning of the utterance (locution) as in “It would help me a lot if you lent me your book.” Strategies 3 to 5 are adopted from Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989), they include want statements (realized by an expression of want), such as “I would like to borrow you book.”, suggestory formulae, in which the request is formulated as a suggestion, like “How about lending me your book?” and query preparatory, such as “Could you lend me your book?” In the he final strategy hints, the intended request is only implicated. Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper’s distinction between strong hints, like “Your X book would be really helpful to me.” and mild hints, such as “I am struggling with my knowledge on X.” did not seem to be necessary in view of the few items relating to these categories found in the data.

Results

The analysis of 200 emails yielded 136 request sequences in the German data and 124 in the Japanese data. The distribution of the individual strategies can be seen in Table 2. As far as the distribution of the strategies is concerned, it can be seen that the most frequently employed strategy in both German and Japanese is query preparatory. In both languages this strategy was used in more than half (in German more than two thirds) of the total number of requests. Making up around a fifth of all requests, the second most frequently used strategy in German is directives, while in Japanese want statements...
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take the second place. Apart from location derivable requests in Japanese (11.3%), all other strategies are used only marginally with less than 5% each.

In the following sections the use of the most prominent strategies (i.e. query preparatory, directives, and want statements) will be discussed individually. Tables 3 to 5 show the use of these strategies according to the ten situations created for the study in total numbers. In order to investigate preferences for a certain strategy in terms of situational variables, the figures of the individual situations containing either a negative (–) or positive (+) manifestation of the factors distance, power, rank of imposition, and seniority (cf. Table 1) were added. Consequently, the variable power (+) is the sum of situations 3, 4, 7, and 8, and power (–) the sum of situations 1, 2, 5, and 6. The situations 2a and 6a were only included in the calculation to investigate differences according to the variable of seniority; situations 2 and 6 representing seniority (–) and 2a and 6a representing seniority (+). The individual strategies will be illustrated by samples taken from the data. The individual data samples are coded according to the situation in which they appeared, thus a sample coded S2 is taken from an email written to the writing task 2 (cf. Table 1). English translations will be provided, the translations may sound strange in some cases, because they are translated literally in order to show exactly by which means the individual request strategies are realized in German and Japanese.

**Query Preparatory**

The strategy query preparatory (e.g. “Could you lend me your book?”) was the one most widely used in German (66.9%) as well as in Japanese (58.9%). As Table 3 shows, it appeared frequently in all situations in both languages: in German most notably in passing on a message, explaining the contents of a missed lesson, providing information, explaining a computer program, and helping to fill in forms; in Japanese in explaining the contents of a missed lesson and explaining a computer program.

While in Japanese no significant tendencies were revealed according to situational variables, in German query preparatory revealed slight preferences to be used to addressees of equal status, but who are not familiar. German items for this strategy are mostly realized by verbs and expressions of potentiality, such as können [can], and möglich sein [be possible] as in »Ich wäre Ihnen sehr dankbar, wenn Sie mir bei der Anmeldung helfen könnten. [I would be very thankful, if you could help me with the registration forms] (S8)« and »Wäre es Ihnen möglich, mich in Kürze zu einem kurzen Gespräch zu empfangen? [Would it be possible to have a discussion with you some time soon?] (S8)«. Furthermore, a number of expressions of

### Table 2. Quantitative distribution of strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directives</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location derivable</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Want statements</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestory Formulae</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Preparatory</td>
<td>66.9%</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hints</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volition, realised by bereit sein [be willing to] and würden [would] were also found in the data, as in »Anbei schicke ich [...] mit der Bitte, ob [S]ie ihn auf Rechtschreibung und Grammatik korrigieren würden. [Please find attached … and I would like to ask you, if you would correct it regarding spelling and grammar] (S4)« und »Wärst [d]u eventuell bereit dazu, mir zu helfen? [Would you perhaps be prepared to help me?] (S6a)«. Apart from these conventionalised references to preparatory conditions, the data also contained some ‘authentic’ query preparatory, some of which were realised by means of an appealer (doch … oder?), as in »Du hast doch letztes [S]emester in diesem [S]eminar auch mit SPSS gearbeitet, oder? [Last semester you also worked with SPSS, didn’t you?] (S6a)«.

In Japanese query preparatory are mainly realised by potential forms of the verbs itadakeru [humbly receive] and moraeru [receive], as in »moshiyokereba, oshiete itadakenai deshō ka. [If it is possible, couldn’t you possibly teach me] (S6)« and »honto ni mōshiwakenai dakedo, zemi no shiryō to moaen kana [I am really sorry, but could I get the handouts of the seminar] (S2)«. As these two examples show, the verbs expressing potentiality were always negated in the Japanese data, while in the German data this modification was not used to downgrade the request. Other less frequently used expressions of potentiality are dekī [can], as in »yoroshikereba sensei ni go shidō itadaitai no desu ga, o-negai dekimasu deshō ka. [If its possible for you, can I ask you a favour to provide me with some guidance?] (S8)« and (yorosh)i [be possible] as in »itsumo iroiro to meiwaku kakete warui dakedo, sanshūkan no aida de kubareta shiryō nitsuite, modotte kitara setsumei shite moratte î kana ?? [I am sorry to bother you again, but after I come back, could you explain to me the contents of the handouts which were passed out during the three weeks of my absence?] (S2)«. As was the case with German, there were also some authentic queries of preparatory conditions containing an appealer, in this case yone, as in »izen kanada ni ryūgaku shita koto atta yone?? [You were studying in Canada before, weren’t you?] (S5)«.

### Directives

The most direct request strategy directives (e.g. “Please lend me your book”) was found in 18.4% of the German requests
but in only 4.0% of the Japanese requests. The total figure of individual request sequences was 25 in German and 5 in Japanese; detailed figures can be seen in Table 4.

As Table 4 shows, there were five times as many directives in the German data as in the Japanese data. In German this strategy was often used in situations like changing the date of a presentation, correcting a letter, and borrowing a book. While in German these requests were mainly directed to teachers (status +), in Japanese they were preferred in emails to fellow students. In both, German and Japanese, directives tend to be used in requests that are considered as less imposing and to readers whom the writer knows well (distance −). As far as the variable of seniority is concerned, Japanese directives were only addressed to peers, while the German data displayed no trends in this respect.

In Japanese directives are mainly realised by the –te form of the verb in combination with the politeness marker – kudasai, as in »dekireba kijitsu o sukoshi nobashite kudasai. [If possible, please postpone the date a little] (S3)«. In only one case the performative verb negau was used: »môshiwake arimasen ga, ashita no zemi o kesseki shinakerebanaranai mune, sensei ni o-tsuatae onegaimasu ka? [I am sorry, but I ask you to tell the teacher, that I cannot attend tomorrow’s seminar] (S1)«. In the German data, directives were mainly realised by the performative verb bitten, as in »Ich möchte Sie daher darum bitten, das Referat auf die darauffolgende Woche zu verschieben. [I would like to ask you, to postpone the date of my presentation to next week] (S3)«. As the example shows, the performative verb is hedged by the modal verb möchte. Such a modification was found in most directives; along with möchte the verbs würde and wollte were also used as hedging devices. Apart from performatives one imperative was found in the German data, which in that case was only used as a pre-request »aber zuvor, sei so lieb und erfüll mir eine bitte [But before, be kind and do me a favor] (S1).«

### Want statements

Want statements (e.g. “I would like to borrow you book.”) are more frequent in Japanese than in German. While only 4.4% of German requests were realized by using this strategy, more than a fifth (21.0%) of the Japanese requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>6a</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor:</th>
<th>(−) Power (+)</th>
<th>(−) Distance (+)</th>
<th>(−) Imposition (+)</th>
<th>(−) Seniority (+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were performed with a want statement. For further details, see Table 5.

In German this strategy was only used in situations in which the addressee is not familiar, as well as to seniors. It was also slightly preferred in low-imposition requests and between interlocutors of equal status. Half of the items of this category found in the German data displayed a wish, realized by the expression würde gerne [would like to], as in »Falls Sie am Mittwoch im Büro sind (laut Ihrer Sekretärin), würde ich es mir gerne für circa 2 Std borgen. [If you are in your office on Wednesday, as your secretary told me, I would like to borrow it for two hours.] (S7)«. The other half displayed a need, usually realized by the verb brauchen [need], as in »wie du schon sicher in der Betreff[zeile lesen konntest brauche ich unbedingt deine Hilfe......( bitte bitte). [As you might conclude from the subject, I really do need your help, please, please] (S2a)«. All expressions of need were intensified by adverbs, such as dringend [urgent] or as in the example above by unbedingt [really].

In Japanese want statements were found in all situations, except for passing on a message. They were particularly frequent in providing information, borrowing a book, and helping to fill in forms, in which the reader has a higher status. As in German this strategy was also preferred when the reader is not familiar. In Japanese want statements are realised by suffixes expressing volition, in most cases –tai, as in »soko de sensei no tensaku shite itadakitai desu [that is why I would like to receive your corrections] (S4)«, but also by means of hoshî [want], as in »watashi ga kesseki shite iru aida no jugyô no shiryô nitsuite, setsume shite hoshî no desu ga ... [I would like you to explain to me the contents of the handouts passed around during my absence] (S2a)«, or –ô as in »genshi wa donna kanji datta ka oshiete muraô to omotte mēru shimashita [I wrote this mail, because I thought I would like you to tell me what it is like in that country] (S5)«. This last example shows a modification by means of subjectivizers, such as to omou, to kangaeru, and –na(a), in this category.

### Table 5. Situational distribution of want statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>6a</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor:</th>
<th>(-) Power (+)</th>
<th>(-) Distance (+)</th>
<th>(-) Imposition (+)</th>
<th>(-) Seniority (+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Conclusion**

As the results presented above indicate, the choice of request strategies in German and Japanese follows a similar trend. However, there are some language-specific preferences: In both languages the strategy most often used in almost every situation is *query preparatory*, while hints hardly occurred at all in the emails under investigation. This may be due to the fact that this context-reduced medium forces the writer to be more explicit. Apart from *query preparatory*, German requests are often realized by *directives*, while Japanese tend to prefer *want statements* and *locution-derivable* requests.

Due to differing linguistic repertoires in the languages under investigation different linguistic means are used to realize the individual strategies. For example, *want statements* in German are mostly expressed by a modal verb, while in Japanese this strategy is realized by means of suffixes. *Directives* in German tend to be expressed by a performative verb, while Japanese *directives* are accomplished by a particular verb form in combination with a politeness marker. In the strategy *query preparatory* possibility in German is expressed by modal verbs, while Japanese verbs are commonly changed to their potential form, a form which does not exist in German.

As far as implications for German teaching in Japan are concerned, the results suggest that the *query preparatory* strategy is the most important one to teach, since not only it is used most frequently in German, but it can also be considered as a “safe” strategy in terms of its situational use. In order to perform *query preparatory* adequately, students have to learn how to use the modal verbs *können* and *würden* in a request context. Likewise, the second most frequently used request strategy in German, the *directive*, should also be taught explicitly; not only in terms of its linguistic realization (use of the performative verb *bitten*), but also in terms of its restricted situational use (preferred when addressing readers with higher status), which differs from Japanese. Finally, students should be made aware of the restricted use of *want statements* in German, care is required to avoid the risk of users appearing impolite.

As is often the case with data gathered in an experimental study, the data samples presented above may not adequately reflect ‘real’ speech behavior. The writing tasks implemented in this study only contained basic information about the request situation. In reality, there are many factors that may influence the choice of a certain strategy and its linguistic realization. However, given the fact that certain trends could be observed based on the 200 emails analyzed, some tentative conclusions can be drawn. However, in order to gain a greater understanding of this field, the study has to be complemented by an analysis of authentic data.

**Axel Harting** has a Master degree in German and English and taught at Bielefeld University (Germany) and at the University of New South Wales (Australia) before coming to Japan. He is now working at Hiroshima University and is doing his PhD on teaching German writing skills to Japanese students.
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